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Dreaming of a white Christmas

Report
Australian Fly Fishing Championship
Tony Ryan
This event was to be conducted over three days from 21st - 24th November 2018, fishing Rocky
Valley Dam, Pretty Valley Pondage, Mitta Mitta and Kiewa Rivers.
Unfortunately weather conditions at Falls Creek overnight and on the first morning of
competition were atrocious with 30 cm of snow dumped, blizzard conditions, visibility at zero
and vehicles stuck either due to the snow or were diesels without the special alpine fuel which is
not available after early October. The decision to abandon the event came mid afternoon.
On the rivers the weather conditions were vastly different to that at Falls Creek and the first
sessions proceeded. I acted as controller for a beat of 300 m. on the Kiewa River for an angler we
shall call Chris ( not his real name to protect the fish ).
The river was running high but clear and cold. European style nymphing was to be the the setup
for the majority of anglers using two perdigon nymphs although up to three are allowed for this
event. Before commencing fishing, Chris walked the beat and divided it into five areas to fish
using different techniques from nymphing, dry dropper and swinging wets using two different
rod setups.
The action was fast and furious with Chris landing 3
fish in the first 8 minutes, all above the legal length
of 180 mm. Then nothing for 1.5 hours and
nothing for another hour. Total for five fish for the
3 hour session.
Some points I was reminded of before you
commence fishing :
1. Have a strategy to fish the various areas of a river
from pools, runs, shallow and deep water and how
you are going to access those areas before you start.
2. Do not wade in water you have not cast into first cast should see you well back from water’s edge.
3.Be prepared to change flies regularly to achieve the
best combination to suit conditions, depth, etc.
4. Be prepared to change rigs, dry fly setup, dry and
nymph etc.
5. Provide movement to your nymphs particularly at
end of drift.
And the last comment, would I recommend
volunteering for this event and the answer is yes,
well worth the experience, although cut short.
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President’s Message
An eventful 12 months
Tony Ryan
2018 has been a great year for Red Tag. Our relocation has provided us with a Clubroom and
great facilities. This has been a huge decision for our Club and one you could easily ask, why has
it taken so long?
I believe Red Tag can only go from strength to strength at EIBC - we will be able to hold events,
welcome guest speakers and enjoy the simple things of having a cuppa and chewing over the one
that got away. And the New Year will be off to a great start with speakers and demonstrations
already lined up for February, March and April.
The workings of a Club are only as good as the people
involved and there are many who deserve our thanks, not
only on the Committee but in our Membership who
volunteer and get things done with a minimum of fuss.
To our casting instructors, fly tying instructors, trip coordinators, those who helped with the Hut cleanup and
relocation, the pool cleaners for the Simon Gawesworth
event, our Committee Members - to all of you a big thank
you. It makes my role easier and a pleasure.
Our Newsletter editors deserve special mention - great
content with a new format - well done to Andrew and
David.
The Fairlea Road Redevelopment design process is
progressing - albeit slowly. At this stage approx. 6 months
behind schedule with Heritage and Archaeological surveys
still to be completed.
Our next event, the final one for the year, is our Christmas
function - Barefoot Bowls at EIBC on Tuesday 11th Dec.
from 6.00 pm. Please register your attendance for catering
and bring your partner - should be a great night.
To all our Members and families have a wonderful
Christmas and happy New Year. Keep safe and enjoy some
time fishing.
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Library
The new and best of...
David Honeybone
This month’s new book is My Fly-fishing Life by Melbourne-based fly fisher Andrew Mossman.
A high-quality, self-published, memoir packed with photographs and line drawings and described
by Andrew in the Preface as follows:
“This book…is not a how to fish, cast or tie flies manual, but a record of my experiences in
solving fishing problems. It is set in an historical context and broadly follows my development as
a fly-fisher, trying to recognise what the problems were and then how I struggled to solve them.”
And from a review by Iain Skinner of the VFFA:
“If the role of art is to create emotion then this book is truly art.
I experienced joy, excitement, awe, happiness, nostalgia, sadness
at loss and not just a little envy.”
The latest donation to the library is entitled A Concise
History of Fly Fishing by Glenn Law (Rainstone Press).
I found this to be an interesting (and concise) introduction
to the subject but it quickly becomes too American-centric
for my liking (I couldn’t find one mention of Australia or
New Zealand).
The latest edition of FlyLife has arrived (Summer 2018/19).
If you have any book donations for the library, please bring
them on a club night and leave them by the book cabinets
for my attention (if I’m not there).
And if you have any back issues of FlyLife that are taking up
space at home, please feel free to donate those as well.
Finally, a big thank you to everyone who has used the
library this year. Without your interest it would just be a
bunch of books gathering dust. Your interest and
enthusiasm is very rewarding.

2018 greatest hits

• Simple Flies Morgan Lyle
• Dynamic Nymphing George Daniel
• What trout want Bob Wyatt
• Caddisflies Gary LaFontaine
• My Fly Fishing Life Andrew Mossman
• The Feather Thief Kirk Wallace Johnson
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Report
‘Fishing’ Trip
Andrew Rodda
There are times when a drive out into the
bush can no longer be called a fishing trip, at
least not in the sense of actually catching fish.
Trips such as these can be rationalised as
reconnaissance; information gathering to
improve the next time out, looking for
obscure entry points, places for a possible
stealth camp, or updating lists of where to
avoid.
And so it was with this sojourn into the woods
with David Honeybone. After seeing the ever
productive Peter Coles’ #bragpost on Team
app, “19 Caught on the upper Steavo” we were
determined to replicate such efforts. Peter’s
answer as to exactly where the event took
place was understandably, somewhat coy, so
armed with no knowledge, and a quick glance
on Google maps we set off.
Two roads run parallel to the Steavenson River
below the falls, Falls Road and Yellow Dog
Road, of course we took the more obscure
unsealed option, and as the road climbed up
and away from the river, we became somewhat
disenchanted at the prospect of finding water,
let alone fish.
We stopped to walk along a long over grown
path high on a hill, and it finally dawned on
us that we were, as David Byrne once sang; on
a ‘road to nowhere’.
Points into the river from the Yellow Dog
Road were habitat rich, ie more log than
water, (refer pic). Higher into the hills the
water was near vertical in places, so while
picturesque, the possibility of dropping in a
line was a fools errand.
I still contend, (such is the delusion of the
search), that had we made our way to the end
of that road, we could have walked a ‘couple
of hundred metres or so’ to a tributary of the
upper Steavo above the falls, and walked
where no man had gone before. Dammit
Coles! Give us those GPS coordinates! :-)

Report
Casting Day @ Fairfield
David Honeybone
On Sunday, November 4, the Red Tag casting pool was host to RIO Brand Ambassador and Spey
Casting guru Simon Gawesworth. Simon is English by birth but is based in Washington state.
More than 50 people attended the event across the course of the day including many Red Tag
members some of whom were winners in the difficult yet highly entertaining casting
competitions. Simon gave an interesting and insightful demonstration of single and doublehanded spey casting (trout) and was very generous with his time in providing help to those who
wanted to improve their casting (spey and non-spey). The event was arranged and sponsored by
Andrew Fuller from The FlyFisher who generously provided all the food for the day. Many thanks
to the Red Tag volunteers for manning the BBQ.
I should also add that the fine looking Red Tag banners were on display for the first time and gave
the location a real identity.
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Tales from the interweb
Podcasts and Webcasts
Dan Mamrot
In this article, one of Red Tag’s most prolific fisher’s shares some of his favourite sources of
information from the net. These podcasts are available to download to your smart phone (apple
or android) and are an excellent way to both pass the time and to get you “in the mood” on the
way to your next fishing trip.

Podcasts:
Anchored with April Vokey

This podcast offers informative insights into the
lives of fishing personalities from across the globe
including fly fishing pioneers, Australian fly fishing
television personalities and industry professionals

Orvis Fly Fishing

Hosted by renowned fly fisher Tom Rosenbauer,
this podcast covers topics ranging from salt water,
lake fishing, fly tying, leader materials and formulas
and more. An informative educational podcast well
worth a listen!

Reno Fly shop

This podcast hosted by Jim Litchfield presents a
variety of expert fly anglers and discusses
everything from still water tactics to European
nymphing. Jim is a knowledgeable host and draws
out the very best from each guest.
https://renoflyshop.com/category/podcast/

Web Casts (typically Youtube)
Davie McPhail

https://www.youtube.com/user/DavieMcPhail

The Feather Bender:
Barry Ord Clark

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYb8DCVlY
ijoCYgvx_v2EuQ

Tightline Productions:
Tim Flagler

https://www.youtube.com/user/tightlinevideo

The New Fly Fisher:

One of the longest running fly-fishing television
shows featuring a variety of hosts and locations.
https://www.youtube.com/user/thenewflyfishertv

Glossary of Terms
...an occasional and ongoing review of
terms for members new and old.
David Honeybone
Caddis

One of the most important aquatic insects imitated by fly fishers; found around the
world in all freshwater habitats; adult resembles a moth when in flight; at rest the
wings are folded in a tent shape down the back; the most important aquatic state of
the caddis is the pupa, which is its emerging stage

Catch and Release

The practice of conserving fish populations by unhooking and returning a caught
fish to the water alive. Fish are caught as quickly as possible to prevent injury or
death and handled with wet hands to prevent damage to the fish. Proper care
should be taken to make sure the fish can swim off under its own power.

CDC

“Cul de Canard” or Duck’s Arse are feathers from the area around the oil gland of a
duck The feathers from this area are very wispy and impregnated with natural oils
making them extremely waterproof.

Cape

Prized part of a bird providing feathers for tying flies. The best capes are judged on
feather count, barb density, symmetry and flexible stems.

Chenille

A fuzzy rope-like material used for creating the bodies of artificial flies, often
utilized in patterns such as the Woolly Bugger.

Chironomid

Scientific name for the family of insects commonly known as midges; in the pupae
stage they typically appear to be small aquatic worms.

Comparadun

A series of no-hackle dry flies developed by Caucci and Nastasi in the 1970s using a
hair wing tied in a 180° flair. They are very effective patterns in slow-moving clear
water where an imitative (as opposed to impressionistic) pattern is needed.

Cosgrave

Stocked reservoir near Creswick. Scene of many club trips and lost souls/soles.
Great when it’s ‘on’. Not so great when it’s ‘off ’. Try the far end with nymph or dry.

Czech Nymphing (see Mamrot, Dan)

Nobody knows how to do this but apparently it’s a style of fishing multiple nymphs
that trades a standard tapered leader for pieces of small-diameter fluorocarbon in
order to get the flies to the bottom quickly; tight-line style of nymphing that
evolved in Europe and generally covers water considered unsuited for traditional
techniques; ideal for use with 10-foot fly rods (or longer).
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Red Tag Fly Fishers:

2018: Committee
Craig Bolch

Web: http://www.redtagflyfishers.com.au/
Mail: PO Box 5095
Alphington VIC 3078

Ross Caton
Peter Coles

President: Tony Ryan
Vice President: Vin McCaughey
Secretary: Bill Jackson
Treasurer: Don Amour

Janie Joseph
Dan Mamrot
Andrew Rodda
Barney Stephens

Gin Clear Media
Fly Fishing DVD’s and Films.
www.gin-clear.com

AFN Fishing & Outdoors
20/52 Corporate Boulevard
Bayswater Victoria
t: 9729 8788
Like
Tasmanian
fishing news
on Faceboook?

www.tasfish.com

sponsors

FlyLife:

Saltwater & Freshwater Fly Fishing

Rob Sloane
www.flylife.com

Adrenalin Flies
Supplier of quality fly fishing
tackle and equipment

www.essentialflyfisher.com.au
Subscribe to essential flyfisher’s newsletters
from their website.

They have regular oﬀers which are exclusive to their mailing
list.

Big 4 Taggerty Holiday Park
t:(03) 5774 7263
3380 Maroondah Highway, Taggerty

book@big4taggerty.com.au
Hurley’s Fly Fishing
Gavin Hurley t:9532 1583

489 South Rd. Bentleigh Vic. 3209

Flyfinz
Jim Baumgurtel
0410423430
flyfinz.com

Aussie Angler Fishing & Tackle Gear
Rick Dobson
t:9432 1501
30 Sherbourne Rd.
Greensborough

www.aussieangler.com.au

Tight Lines:
Is the monthly newsletter of the Red Tag Fly Fishers’ Club.
Editor: Andrew Rodda Contributing Editor: David Honeybone
Any and all submissions welcomed. Copy deadline is typically the last Friday of each month.
The quality of this newsletter is only due to the eﬀorts and contributions by members.
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Netted Pics
This past month
Highlights from members via Teamapp.
Once again a wide range of events posted by members.

Dun by Dan

Claret Shuttlecock by Barney
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Nice estuary Perch from Peter at Devilbend Reservoir

Dave on the Rubicon with a solid ‘two-hander’
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It’s what all the flyfishers will be wearing next season.*

Dave H. on the Murrundindi, one of three.

*fish caught shortly after this photograph taken!
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Some beautiful tying from Tony

Christening my new fibreglass 3wt, making even the smallest of fish fun.

another from the Murrundindi, -Nigel Parker.
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